




A gorgeous barn red forms the canvas, accentuated by rich cherry and coral hues. The ensemble is intricately adorned with 
silver and cherry threads, enhanced with rouge accents, and touched by silver tinsels that sparkle with the luminosity of iri-
descent pearls, glistening sequins, and meticulous handwork embellishments. The shirt’s sleeves boast three different shades 
of red, creating a captivating design. Paired with a tonal trouser, the outfit is completed by an embellished net dupatta 
featuring a diamante spray on a coral base. The contrasting red dome pallus, adorned with coral four-sided satin borders, 
add an extra layer of sophistication to this stately look. 
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PKR 39,500/-









The enchantment of ‘Zamurd,’ a masterpiece where traditional craft meets contemporary grace. This A-line silhouette, 
with its five-panel organza front, exudes a regal air, making it a must-have for the fashion-forward wardrobe. The satin   
hem border adds a touch of sophistication, while the lehenga beneath blooms with a vibrant Shikargah print, inspired by 
the untamed beauty of nature. Subtle tones of red and pink mingle with greenery in a dance of color and life, creating a 
piece that’s both timeless and of the moment. Perfect for weddings or elegant soirées.
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D-1
A secret garden created in the form of a forest green apparel adorned with florals of  monochromatic and wine shades 
while the light gold sequen and tilla is etched beautifully in between. The transparent  and luscent top has a blooming     
floral pattern while pattern runs dowm in pannels showing the depth of a secret garden.

PKR 37,500/-









D-2
Lèur A farytaile dusty pink adorned with glowing embellishments, the silver tilla and sequen all etched in an enchanting 
floral pattern with sparkling shades and hues of pink in between. The heavy adda work gives it a luxury vibe yet the soft 
colour palette balancing it into a feminine dress.

PKR 39,500/-













D-3
Crafted on luxurious canvas and adorned with net details, this piece reflects the distinctive style of Republic Womenswear. 
Comprising 12 panels, the garment showcases an intricately embroidered mesh featuring a plethora of floral sequins, 
shimmering blossoms, iridescent pearls, and meticulously placed beads, resulting in a sparkling floral composition. The 
whole outfit is elevated with a printed floral lining, adding a touch of sophistication to the ensemble. The sleeves feature a 
refreshing minty color patch, and the outfit is paired with an ivory dupatta, boasting heavily embroidered borders with a 
four-sided satin trim. This outfit is the perfect choice for the festive season, radiating grace and allure.

PKR 39,500/-













D-4

The sunny charteuse yellow apparel is fine lined with glistening silver tilla and 3d sequen while adorning  embellishments 
of pink and green in between with an elegent v neck. 

PKR 37,500/-













D-6

Vin Rouge (Red wine) An enchanting yet feirce wine shade of organza draped gracefully, a beautifully running pattern 
of small floral embellishments upfront while floral vines of silver and monochromatic shades are etched into the apparel 
exquisitely. A ferociousn look adorned in a serene and elegent vibe.

PKR 37,500/-









D-8
The regal  work of art along with contemporary style of designing ,this classic work of art consists of princly look with 
base net ,front open jacket having the modern trace of fashion with the arches on front panels, foil work granting grace 
to the dress is a vision of tradition ,geomatric patten on the yoke and sleeve with the overall leafy craftsmanship is giving 
a aristocratic class to the whole look ,an enthusiastic approach towards the modernism with the pairing of velvet shawl 
needs no words. Proving a complete memorable look

PKR 37,500/-








